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Our customers get asked all the time, "Are those live or artificial trees"? Then they typically 

follow that question up by touching the product and they still question it. As you probably 

know, our products are built on natural wood stems or we have a team of artists on hand 

that can build larger single trunk hand-sculpted trees which you'll see an example below. 

Our artists and production team do a fantastic job in replicating the living tree, essentially 

bringing the outdoors indoors. If you have a current project that my team or I can help 

assist you on to bring one of our quality trees into your space, let us know.  

 

Wondering what we have been up to here at Commercial Silk? We have recently moved 

locations after being in the same building for 35+ years. Our new building is state-of-the-art 

with a wonderful showroom. If you are ever in the area (Minneapolis, Minnesota) please 

stop on in!  We have expanded our PermaLeaf® UV Outdoor brand of product to include 

more PermaLeaf® Plus options. To learn more about our PermaLeaf® brand please visit: 

www.permaleaf.com. We have introduced new ThermaLeaf® IFR (Inherently Fire Retardant) 

products as well. Contact me for more details on this.  

 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need updated literature.   

 

Best Regards,  

 

Meghan  

 

  

 

PermaLeaf® Outdoor Fabricated Ficus Tree 
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A customer of mine recently came to visit our facility as they own and 

operate many college campus apartments and condos throughout the 

United States. Their property in Oregon has a courtyard which is exposed 
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to the exterior elements, but they wanted a maintenance free tree. Our 

team of artists and our client worked up a design that fit both their vision 

and their budget. The PermaLeaf® UV Outdoor rated Ficus Benjamina Tree 

(as shown) measures 20' H x 15' W. 

 

If Ficus doesn't interest you we have other tree varieties to choose from. 

Check out all of our products at www.commercialsilk.com.   

 

ThermaLeaf® IFR Bamboo Grove 
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Commercial Silk will be attending IAAPA 2015 in November located in 

Orlando, Florida. One of our showcased items in our booth is our Bamboo 

Groves. These groves are custom built to each clients specifications. They 

are built on natural Bamboo stalks or we custom hand fabricate Bamboo 

canes as well. The Bamboo Groves come with either green, black or natural 

colored stems. We can build them PermaLeaf® UV outdoor rated or 

ThermaLeaf® IFR indoor rated. The Bamboo canes as shown in the image 

above measuring 18' to 22' in height. We build them from 2'+ in size.  

 

  

 

 

This is a custom Cherry 

Blossom Tree 

measuring 10' H. It 

comes ThermaLeaf® 

IFR rated. We can 

customize the tree to 

your exact 

specifications.  

 

 

This is a sampling of our 

PermaLeaf® UV Outdoor 

rated succulents. They 

have been very popular in 

the southwestern states.   

 

Boxwood Hedges, 

Screens and loose 

 

 

Check this tree out. Its our 

new Preserved Bottle 

Palm Tree. This tree is 

hand sculpted to your 

specifications. 

ThermaLeaf® or 

PermaLeaf® are both 

available.  
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Our client did a fantastic 

job using our various wall 

mats to create this indoor 

Green Wall. Using our 

Azalea, Juniper, English 

Ivy, Boxwood, Pearl 

Grass and other products. 

We have a wide selection 

of both PermaLeaf® and 

ThermaLeaf® wall mats to 

choose from for you to get 

creative on your next 

project.  

  

 

Boxwood Mat tiles are our 

most popular green wall 

product that we offer. 

They have been used in 

thousands of locations 

throughout the world. 

Whether you need it to be 

ThermaLeaf® or 

PermaLeaf®, we have 

what you need.   

  

 

 

Have you been to one 

of the Fig and Olive 

Restaurants located 

throughout the United 

States? If so, chances 

are you have seen our 

quality replica plants 

and trees. The ones 

shown are custom built 

Mediterranean Olive 

Trees for their Chicago 

location.  
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My contact info is: 

Meghan Petricka 

Account Executive 

952-224-9934 

meghan@plantscapeinc.com 
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Plantscape Inc | Commercial Silk Int'l 

6300 Bury Drive 

Eden Prairie, MN 55346 

www.commercialsilk.com 
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